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Multiple sclerosis is a chronic disease that affects the central 

nervous system, especially the spinal cord, brain, and optic 
nerves. This can lead to wide range of symptoms throughout the 

body. 

Insights in Biomedicine journal aims to encourage interdisciplinary 

discussions and contributing to the advancement of 
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As more lesions develop, nerve fibers can break or become 
damaged. As a result electrical impulses from the brain do not 
flow smoothly to the target nerve. This means that the body 
cannot carry out certain functions. 

Signs and symptoms of MS vary widely and depend on the 
amount of nerve damage and which nerves are affected. Some 
people with severe MS may lose the ability to walk 
independently or at all, while others may experience long 
periods of remission without any new symptoms. 

All articles published by Insights in Biomedicine are made freely 
and permanently accessible online immediately upon publication, 
without subscription charges. 

Multiple sclerosis signs and symptoms may differ greatly from 
person to person and over the course of the disease depending 
on the location of affected nerve fibers. Symptoms often affect 
movement, such as numbness or weakness in one or more limbs 
that typically occurs on one side of your body at a time, or your 
legs and trunk. 

Peer-review is the system used to assess the quality of a 
manuscript before it is published. Researchers in the relevant 
research area assess submitted manuscripts for validity and 
significance to help editors determine whether the manuscript 

should be published in their journal. 
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